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Abstract. We prove for random variables with values in the space D[0; 1]

of cadlag functions | endowed with the supremum metric | that conver-

gence in law is equivalent to nonstandard constructions of internal S-cadlag

processes, which represent up to an in�nitesimal error the limit process. It

is not required as earlier, that the limit process is concentrated on the space

C[0; 1]; and therefore the theory is now applicable to a wider class of limit

processes as e.g. to Poisson processes or Gaussian processes. If we consider

in D[0; 1] the Skorokhod metric | instead of the supremum metric | we

obtain a corresponding equivalence to constructions of internal processes

with S-separated jumps. We apply these results to functional central limit

theorems.

1. Introduction and notations. In [1], [12] and [13] special processes as

Brownian motion, Levy's Brownian motion and Brownian bridge were constructed

by using nonstandard methods. In [6] it was shown, that all these nonstandard

constructions can be derived from a general result by means of suitable invariance

principles. An essential assumption in [6] is, that the considered processes a.e. have

continuous paths. Therefore a lot of important processes as e.g. the Poisson processes

or some Gaussian processes cannot be dealt with these methods. It is the purpose

of this paper to close this gap.

In order to apply nonstandard methods we work in this paper with a polysaturated

nonstandard model.

Let D[0; 1] be the system of all functions f : [0; 1] ! R which are continuous from

the right and have left hand limits. Those functions are called cadlag functions. We

call a function g 2 �D[0; 1] an S-cadlag function, if for every standard r and every

standard " > 0 there exists a standard � > 0; such that

r < s � r + � ) jg(s)� g(r)j � ";

r � � � s; t < r ) jg(s)� g(t)j � ":

If s 2 �
R is �nite, we denote by �s the standard part of s: We call g 2 �D[0; 1] �nite,

if g(s) is �nite for each s 2 �[0; 1]: If g is �nite, we write
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�g for the function [0; 1] 3 t! �g(t) 2 R:
The �nite S-cadlag functions g 2 �D[0; 1] are the nearstandard-points of �D[0; 1];

where D[0; 1] is endowed with the uniform metric �1: The standard part of g

| denoted by st�1(g) | is given by �g (see Lemma 2.4).

A function g 2 �D[0; 1] has S-separated jumps, if for every standard " > 0 there

exists a standard � > 0 and 0 = r0 < r1 < : : : < rm = 1 with rj � rj�1 > � for

1 � j � m and jg(s)� g(rj�1)j � " for rj�1 � s < rj and 1 � j � m:

The �nite g 2 �D[0; 1] with S-separated jumps are the nearstandard-points of �D[0; 1]

with respect to the Skorokhod metric �S onD[0; 1]: The standard part of g| denoted

by st�s(g) | is given by �g (see Lemma 2.5), where �g : [0; 1] ! R is de�ned by
�g(t) = limr#t

�g(r) for t 2 [0; 1]:

2. The Results. Let (M; �) be a metric space with Borel-�-algebra B. If

(
n;An; Pn) are probability spaces and Yn : 
n !M are An;B-measurable random
variables for n 2 N; we denote for h 2 �

N n N by (
h;Ah; Ph; Yh) the nonstandard

extension of the sequence N 3 n! (
n;An; Ph; Yn) at the point h: Then (
h;Ah; Ph)

is an internal probability space and Yh : 
h ! �M is an internal function with

Y �1
h

(B) 2 Ah for B 2 �B:
The nonstandard constructions of processes considered in this paper use the concept

of a Loeb-measure which was introduced in [7] and gave nonstandard measure theory

and probability theory a fresh impetus. We denote the Loeb-measure derived from

Ph by PL
h :

The following theorem is known, if (
n;An) � (M;B); Yn � idM for all n 2 N;

where idM is the identity map on M (see Anderson-Rashid [2] and Loeb [10]). Loeb

himself used this special version of Theorem 2.1 and similar results in a series of

fundamental papers on axiomatic potential theory and harmonic analysis (see Loeb

[8], [9], [11]).

2.1 Theorem. Let (M; �) be a metric space with Borel-�-algebra B: Let Yn be

M-valued random variables. Let furthermore Q be a Radon p-measure on B: Then
Yn converges in law to Q if and only if for each h 2 �

N n N the following conditions

are ful�lled:

(i) Yh 2 ns�(
�M) PL

h -a.e.

(ii) PL
h fst�(Yh) 2 Bg = Q(B) for all B 2 B:

Proof. Let Qn := (Pn)Yn be the law of Yn: Then Yn converges in law to Q if

and only if

(1) Qh = (Ph)Y
h
�
w
Q for all h 2 �

N n N;

where�w means in�nitesimal-closeness with respect to the weak topology. According

to a slight modi�cation of Theorem 33.1 of [5], (1) is equivalent to

(2) Q(O) � QL
h (
�O) for all open O �M and all h 2 �

N n N:
As Q is a Radon measure, it follows from Theorem 32.6 of [5], that (2) is equivalent to

(3)
a) QL

h (ns�(
�M)) = 1 for all h 2 �

N n N;
b) Q = (QL

h )st� for all h 2 �
N n N:
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(3) is according to Lemma 2 of [6] equivalent to

(4)
a) Yh(!) 2 ns�(

�M) for PL
h - a.a. ! for all h 2 �

N n N;
b) Q = (PL

h )st��Yh for all h 2 �
N n N:

This proves the assertion.

2.2 Corollary. Let D[0; 1] be endowed with the uniform metric �1: Let Yn be

D[0; 1]-valued random variables. Let furthermore Q be a Radon p-measure on the

Borel-�-algebra B1 of (D[0; 1]; �1): Then Yn converges in law to Q if and only if for

each h 2 �
N n N the following conditions are ful�lled:

(i) Yh is PL
h -a.e. �nite and S-cadlag.

(ii) PL
h f�Yh 2 Bg = Q(B) for all B 2 B1:

Proof. Apply Theorem 2.1 to (M; �) � (D[0; 1]; �1) and use Lemma 2.4.

As (D[0; 1]; �1) is a complete metric space, a probability measure on B1 is a

Radon measure if and only if it is � -smooth. All probability measures on B1 are

� -smooth if and only if each discrete subset of D[0; 1] has nonmeasurable cardinal

(see Theorem 2 of Billingsley [3]).

If we assume the continuum hypothesis, then D[0; 1] and hence all discrete sub-

sets of D[0; 1] have nonmeasurable cardinals. Hence in this case each probability

measure on B1 is a Radon measure, whence the assumption on Q in Corollary 2.2

is automatically ful�lled.

If we use instead of �1 the Skorokhod metric �S on D[0; 1]; then (D[0; 1]; �S) is a

complete separable metric space (see x 14 of Billingsley [3]) and hence each measure

on the Borel-�-algebra BS is a Radon measure. Therefore we obtain

2.3 Corollary. Let D[0; 1] be endowed with the Skorokhod metric �S : Let Yn
be D[0; 1]-valued random variables. Let furthermore Q be a p-measure on the Borel-

�-algebra BS of (D[0; 1]; �S): Then Yn converges in law to Q if and only if for each

h 2 �
N n N the following conditions are ful�lled:

(i) Yh is PL
h -a.e. �nite with S-separated jumps.

(ii) PL
h f�Yh 2 Bg = Q(B) for all B 2 BS :

Proof. Apply Theorem 2.1 to (M; �) � (D[0; 1]; �S) and use Lemma 2.5.

2.4 Lemma. Let D := D[0; 1] be endowed with the uniform metric �1: Then g 2
ns�1(

�D) if and only if g is �nite and S-cadlag. If g 2 ns�1(
�D); then st�1(g) =

�g:

Proof. Let g 2 ns�1(
�D); then there exists f 2 D with g �

�1
f: As g(s) � �f(s)

for all s 2 �[0; 1]; g(s) is �nite for all s 2 �[0; 1] and st�1(g) =
�g: As �f is S-cadlag

and g(s) � �f(s) for all s 2 �[0; 1]; g is S-cadlag, too.

Let now conversely g 2 �D be S-cadlag such that g is �nite. Put f(t) := �g(t) for

t 2 [0; 1]: Then f 2 D and it su�ces to show

(1) s 2 �[0; 1] ^ �s < s) g(s) � �f(s):

(2) s 2 �[0; 1] ^ s < �s) g(s) � �f(s):

As g and �f are S-cadlag, (1) follows from g(s) � g(�s) � f(�s) � �f(s):
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To prove (2), let s 2 �[0; 1] and " 2 R+ be given. As g and �f are S-cadlag, there

exists � 2 R+ with j�f(s1)� �f(s2)j � " and jg(s1)� g(s2)j � " for all s1; s2 2 �[0; 1]

with �s� � � s1; s2 <
�s: As f(�s� �) � g(�s� �) we obtain jg(s2)� �f(s2)j � 3" for

all s2 2 �[0; 1] with �s� � � s2 <
�s: This implies (2).

2.5 Lemma. Let D := D[0; 1] be endowed with the Skorokhod metric �S : Then

g 2 ns�s(
�D) if and only if g is �nite and has S-separated jumps. If g 2 ns�s(

�D);

then st�s(g) =
�g:

Proof. See 5.37 and 5.36 of Stroyan-Bayod [14].

Now we give applications of Corollary 2.2 and 2.3 to special stochastic processes.

2.6Application of 2.2. For each n 2 N let �n;1; : : : ; �n;n be independent random

variables with Pnf�n;k = 1g = pn and Pnf�n;k = 0g = 1�pn for k = 1; : : : ; n: De�ne

Yn by (Yn(!))(t) :=
P

k�nt �n;k(!): Assume that npn ! �: Then for each h 2 �
N nN

(i) Yh is PL
h -a.e. �nite and S-cadlag.

(ii) �Yh is a Poisson-process with parameter �; where
�(Yh(!))(t) =

�(
P

k�ht �h;k(!)):

Proof. According to Billingsley [3, p. 143, Problem 3] Yn converges in law to

a measure Q which is the law of a Poisson process with parameter �: Hence the

assertion follows from Corollary 2.2.

2.7 Application of 2.3. Let �n : 
 ! [0; 1]; n 2 N; be independent random

variables with common distribution function F: Let

(Yn(!))(t) :=
p
n(Fn(t; !)� F (t));

where Fn is the empirical distribution function of �1; : : : ; �n: Then for each h 2 �
NnN

(i) Yh is PL-a.e. �nite with S-separated jumps.

(ii) �Yh is a Gaussian process in D with zero means and cov(�Yh(s);
�Yh(t)) =

F (s)(1� F (t)) for 0 � s � t � 1:

Proof. According to Billingsley [3, p. 141, Theorem 16.4] Yn converges in law

to a measure Q on the Borel-�-algebra BS ; which is the law of a Gaussian process in

D[0; 1] with zero means and covariances F (s)(1 � F (t)); s � t: Hence the assertion

follows from Corollary 2.3.
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